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The AACR Project GENIE Consortium
Précis: AACR Project GENIE is an international consortium that seeks to share integrated clinical and genomic data from patients with cancer to promote cancer precision medicine research.
See commentary, p. 796
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Précis: Addiction to SOX10 stratifies melanoma into two mechanistic subtypes that are distinguished by sensitivity to either BRAF/MEK inhibitors or TBK1/IKKε inhibitors.
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Précis: Combined HDAC6 and BET inhibition promotes T-cell activation and function and suppresses Treg activity to enhance the antitumor immune response and reduce tumor growth in a mouse model of NSCLC.
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Epigenetic Identity in AML Depends on Disruption of Nonpromoter Regulatory Elements and Is Affected by Antagonistic Effects of Mutations in Epigenetic Modifiers


Précis: Comprehensive methylome sequencing of primary AML samples reveals robust changes in cytosine methylation at nonpromoter regulatory elements, such as enhancers, that drive the epigenetic identity in AML.

PAX3-FOXO1 Establishes Myogenic Super Enhancers and Confers BET Bromodomain Vulnerability


Précis: PAX3-FOXO1 creates myogenic superenhancers and recruits BRD4, which is essential for its stability and function, suggesting the possibility for using BET inhibitors to treat fusion-positive rhabdomyosarcoma.

Modeling Renal Cell Carcinoma in Mice: Bap1 and Pbrm1 Inactivation Drive Tumor Grade


Précis: Generation of Bap1- and Pbrm1-deficient mouse models of clear cell renal cell carcinoma demonstrate that Bap1 and Pbrm1 loss determine tumor grade, and suggest that ccRCC arises from Bowman capsule cells.

Correction

Nods for Atezolizumab and Nivolumab from FDA

The American Association for Cancer Research (AACR) launched the Genomics, Evidence, Neoplasia, Information, Exchange (GENIE) project in partnership with eight academic institutions to promote sharing of integrated clinical and genomic data from patients with cancer. Data from participating centers include matched clinical and genomic data from a variety of tumor types that are harmonized and made accessible in the cBioPortal for Cancer Genomics. Initial Project GENIE results suggest that more than 30% of tumors harbor potentially clinically actionable mutations. This platform allows for integration of clinical data from electronic health records and increased statistical power to facilitate cancer precision medicine research. The establishment of infrastructure to integrate genomic and clinical data may aid selection of therapeutic targets and biomarkers of treatment and response in patients with cancer to improve patient outcomes. For details, please see the article by The AACR Project GENIE Consortium on page 818.